Rungs
Know the end from the beginning
Do you know what I have found to be a great source of frustration to all Christians, and really all men in
general? It is a lack of movement. A sense of spinning one’s wheels but going nowhere. Of getting “another day
older and deeper in debt.” Of motion without meaning. Drive without direction. I think that is why men spend
the first half of their lives seeking success and the last half seeking significance.
We try education, then pleasure, then wealth but always wake up the next morning doing the same
things all over as the same essential persons. Groundhog Day. The 2nd greatest joy of being a Christian (the first
being salvation) is a sense of eternal significance. True growth. Meaning.
Are you climbing?...Moving?...Navigating?
May I suggest something for your thinking. Start at the bottom of the rungs and climb!
The rest of your life

8 years

4.5 years

Who knows?
Like to Go to DTS? Major in Hebrew or
Greek? Get a M.A.B.S. or M.A.C.E.? Go
online at Southern Seminary? -It’s yours.

(optional)

B.T.C.P. or B.T.C.L. which qualifies you to
take the training internationally. If you would
like to claim a country and pour yourself into
its leaders-It’s yours for the taking.
What can happen here is finding your gift and
your niche-or where you belong in the body of
Christ-knowing the type of people and ministry
that suits you.

2.5 years

1.5 years

6 months

Now

And then there is 2-7 leadership. When a person has
been through the training of others, he is now equipped
for the rest of his life to reproduce leaders.
The next step is 2-7 participation. 2-7 has a standard, a
curriculum and an expectation to reproduce. It is
discipleship, not simply Bible Study. A graduate of a 2-7
group has succeeded and progressed.

Next is the flourishing in a small group setting. With many
Christians this is a new concept. But it is learning to be faithful
among others: a loyal supporter, a loving member of a body and an
encourager to others. Christianity is not lived in a vacuum. You
may be ready to go straight to a 2:7 group. If not, a Discovery
Group or a short-term Bible study can be a good stepping stone.
Next, upon the foundation of reverence, is to establish the discipline
of the garnering of knowledge-the daily discipline of progressively
studying the Bible and deepening in a personal devotional life.
You must begin with Truth. A commitment to moral excellence as “the
fear of God is the beginning of Wisdom.” It is a commitment to the
reverence of God in all of life. A sense of obedience in every aspect. It is
what Paul called the “belt of Truth.”

The Foundation

